Brikker til billedlotteri 1-6 – (tallet nede i højre hjørne angiver pladenummer)

Pacific island with
palm tree and cloud

The peacock has
beautiful feathers

1

These two yellow
Don’t go outside!
flowers are dandelions There is thunder and
lightning
1

Here you see a picture The colour pencils are
of my aunt
blue, red and green

1

2

2

I have picked a blue
and a red flower

1
There is water round
the castle

1
These biscuits are
square

2
The cat is sleeping

2

1

1
This parrot has a red
and yellow tail

These biscuits are
round

2

Pacific island with two
palm trees

1

There is a bottle and
You can find this
some fruit in the picnic pyramid in Egypt
basket

This parrot has red
wings

1

Here are six colour
pencils

1
One of my cats is
brown and the other
one is grey

2

2

There is a bottle in the These pyramids are
picnic basket, but no
from Egypt
food
2
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These cups are yellow, The blue lamp is
This deckchair has
red, green and blue
behind the green lamp green and yellow
stripes
3
This deckchair has red
and yellow stripes

3
The balloons are blue,
yellow and pink

3

4
I have bought a bottle
of Coke

4

3
Here are a red and a
blue cup and two
brown cups

3

This eagle is resting on It’s seven o’clock in
a branch
the morning

Here are a lot of
coloured balloons

The blue lamp is in
front of the green
lamp

I have bought a can of
Coke

The baby is looking
happy

3
Watch out!

3
The baby is crying

4
The eagle is flying
below the clouds

4

3

3

4

Have you seen my
glasses?

3
Here you see a blue
book and a red book

4

4

The alarm clock shows The books are red,
five o’clock
green and blue

4
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The buckets are green, This is a very delicious
blue and yellow
strawberry

5
This is a male duck

5
This man is painting
the wall green

5
The mouse is eating
cheese

5

6

6

5

5
The carpenter is
standing on the roof

6
Two dolphins are
playing in the water

6

5

5

6

This duck is walking

These strawberries are The mouse is painting
very delicious
with a green pencil

These flowers are red
carnations

The man is lying on
the roof

The mouse is painting
with a blue pencil

5
The buckets are pink,
green and blue

I am going to sew my
black shirt

At Easter you see a lot
of daffodils

The artist is painting a
picture

5
The dolphin is jumping
happily

6
The mice are writing
with red pencils

6
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I am going to sew my
blue shirt

6

6

